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Optics is playing important role in communication and material study. Currently
studies on submicron sized particle concentrate more on understanding Physics
and Engineering at single particle level for single electron devices. For such
studies non-contact diagnostics methods such as Optical Tweezers would be the
best option.

INTRODUCTION
Optical tweezers are based on the gradient and scattering forces, in which gra-
dient force is more critical as compared to scattering force. On the other hand,
diffraction limitation constraints focus of the laser beam smaller than the wave-
length. In order to over come the diffraction limitation we suggest a novel
method.

PRINCIPLE

Since focusing of any optical beam below its wave length is not possible by using
simple lenses so we can not simply focus an optical beam and can also not trap a
subwavelength particle. For this we have discovereed a new method that is could
be possible by using Surface Plasmon Resonance. Since in surface plasmon
resonance optical beam is travelling inside the metal dielectric boundary. So we
can fetch it at any point and at any dimention without differection limit.

BASIC IDEA

While simulating this model using COMSOL Multiphysics, we have used fre-
quency domain study to evaluate the effect of the particular wavelength on the
particle. Also we have determined the power at different points of the geometry.

Simulated Geometry

MULTIPHYSICS MODEL

Different types of particles experience different forces. These forces are sum-
marized as follows:

Scattering component: It acts along the direction of propagation of the
incident beam. The Scattering force FS is directly proportional to the intensity
of the laser beam (I) as:
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Gradient component: The gradient force arises due to the reaction forces.
The gradient force is in the direction of maximum change in laser intensity.
Hence its magnitude is perpendicular to the gradient of intensity and is given
as:
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RESULTS

In conclusion we proposed a novel method for trapping of subwavelength parti-
cles using a simple SPR generator, which generates the SPR at metal dielectric
boundary and at taht point we made the holes to trap the particle. The simulated
results show that we are getting sufficient enough force on the particle so that
trapping of the particle is possible. gradient force is opposite in the opposite
direction of he particle. So it is possible to study submicron size particles using
Surface plasmon as an MEOMS optical tweezers.
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